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BIG BANG Gold Full Pavé-Set 
Diamonds in the Christmas tree. A watch to give for  Christmas. 

 
It's Christmas: that magical time at the end of the year, synonymous with giving and 
receiving gifts of the heart's desire. White like snow, scintillating with the myriad gleams of 
its 681 diamonds set on 18K red gold blending in against the skin, and so alluring and 
warm; the Big Bang Gold White Full Pavé-Set really lives up to its name. 
 
It is precious and ultra-feminine with its 38 mm diameter; it is refined and dynamic with its 
tone-on-tone rubber strap; it is also practical, catering to active women with its quartz 
movement and water resistance. With Hublot, this Christmas gift will be the essence of 
refinement. Available in white, but also black or chocolate, the style is immediately 
recognisable - an exceptional gift for an exceptional person. 
 
TECHNICAL DETAILS 
References  361.PE.9010.RW.1704 (Gold White Full Pavé-Set) 

361.PX.9010.RX.1704 (Gold Black Full Pavé-Set) 
   361.PC.9010.RC.1704 (Gold Cappuccino Full Pavé-Set) 
Case Big Bang - Diameter 38 mm – 18K red gold with 294 diamonds totalling 0.82 carats 
Bezel Polished 18K red gold set with 126 diamonds totalling 0.86 carats 

6 H-shaped titanium screws 
Crystal   Sapphire with anti-reflective coating 
Bezel Lugs  White, black or chocolate composite resin 
Lateral inserts  White, black or chocolate composite resin 
Crown    18K red gold with white, black or chocolate rubber inserts 
Case-back   18K red gold 
Water resistance  10 ATM, i.e. approx 100 metres 
Dial      Set with 261 diamonds totalling 1.68 carats 
Hands     Polished 5N gold coating, with white SuperLuminova™. 
Movement   HUB2900 - Quartz Movement 
Wristlet   White, black or chocolate rubber. 
Clasp   18K red gold and steel deployant buckle 


